
Star-Spangled Reads (and Films) at the Nichols Library 

Why not celebrate Independence Day with some holiday themed reading?   The Nichols Library 

in Center Harbor has bestsellers by Joseph Ellis, Nathanial Philbrick and Rick Atkinson that will keep you 

entertained, informed, and maybe even inspired. Also on hand is gripping fiction and flicks with historic  

Revolutionary Summer by Joseph Ellis describes the events surrounding the birth of America 

during the summer of 1776. He skillfully shows that there were two different sets of goals at stake: 

George Washington’s Continental Army considered independence inevitability, while the Continental 

Congress considered it a last resort.  Ellis “portrays the birth of independence as untidy, improvised, and 

at times, miraculous. This is a lucid and revelatory read for novices and buffs alike (Tony Horwitz).”     

Bunker Hill by Nathaniel Philbrick shows how that battle pushed the colonial revolt past the pint of no 

return.   Paul Revere's Ride by David Hackett Fischer  takes what might be the most famous episode 

from the war and carefully sifts accumulating legend from a substantial body of fact heretofore little 

recognized about the famous 'midnight right (The Virginian Ledger-Star).” 

 Patrons are also talking about Jefferson: The Art of Power by Jon Meacham. He argues 

persuasively that for Jefferson the ideal of liberty was not incompatible with a strong federal 

government.  Everyone who has read this has come away impressed.  The holiday might also be an 

occasion to watch the HBO mini-series on John Adams, based on the acclaimed bio by David 

McCullough.  If historical fiction is your cup of tea, you can choose from classical (Kenneth Roberts, 

Rabble in Arms), current (Jeff Shaara, Rise to Rebellion) or presidential (Jimmy Carter, The Hornet's Nest). 

 Moving the Civil War era, there is a lot of new Lincoln Material. There is of course Spielberg’s 

film Lincoln, which was received with critical acclaim (but mixed reviews from patrons. In  Mrs. Lincoln’s 

Dressmaker, Jennifer Chiaverini presents a stunning account of the friendship that blossomed between 

Mary Todd Lincoln and her seamstress, Elizabeth “Lizzie” Keckley, a former slave. She was  a trusted 

witness to many private moments between the President and his wife. Chiaverini brings her story to life 

“with style, grace and respect (TR Book Reviews).”   The Lincoln Letter by William Martin purports to be 

a search for the 16th presidents missing diary.   For the actual Lincoln, Try David Van Drehle’s Rise to 

Greatness, in which he argues that “Lincoln’s remarkable development both as a military strategist and 

as a political genius  laid the groundwork for eventual Union triumph (Library journal)."  

Jeff Sharra’s Chain of Thunder by Jeff Shaara is a fictional rendering of the Vicksburg campaign, a 

battle as  pivotal as Gettysburg.  Shaara (Blaze of Glory, Gods and Generals, Last Full Measure) follows 

his established formula of interlinking narratives involving fictional foot soldiers and Great Men.  Newt 

Gingrich has co-written several stories on Shaara’s template.  Our  favorite remains  Michael Sharra’s 

Pulitzer Prize-winning  The Killer Angels (1975), a book which ken burns called “a book that changed my 

life.”   Also worth a look is Glory, a story of a black volunteer regiment with  Denzel Washington and 

Matthew Broderick. 

A few weeks ago , we took a look at Rick Atkinson’s Guns at Last Light, which covered the 

American campaign in Europe. We are getting glowing reports form patrons, as expected.  If  you missed 

Atkinson previous volumes, Army at Dawn and The Day of Battle, they are well-worth checking out. The 



HBO series Band of Brothers would be a strong companion to Atkinson’s trilogy.  The series follows an 

airborne rifle company from D-Day to Germany.   Strong characters and realistic action sequences make 

this story immensely viewable.  The ubiquitous Mr.  Shaara also has several WWII fictions that patrons 

have enjoyed (Steel Wave, The Final Storm, No Less than Vicotry).  The Thin Red Line by James Jones  

offers a more realistic view of the men on the front lines and a less forgiving view of headquarters staff, 

as does Paul Fussell’s memoir Doing Battle.  

Of course there is more to celebrate than wars and presidents. Try a book celebrating  

engineering triumphs, like Hoover Dam (Colossus by Michael Hitzik) or the first transcontinental railroad 

Nothing Like it in the World by Stephen Ambrose.  Revisit famous explorers like Lewis and Clark 

(Undaunted Courage, also by Ambrose) or Scott Berg’s Lindberg.  Or, celebrate the American mind. 

Emerson among the Eccentrics by Carols Baker and American Bloomsbury by Susan Cheever explore the 

new England tradition. The Life You Save may Be Your Own by Paul Elie takes a look at American  

Catholic writers. Finally, David McCullough’s The Greater Journey looks at American who traveled to 

Paris for inspiration the arts and sciences.  That’s plenty to keep you busy between the picnics, 

company, and fireworks.   

 


